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Dear Parents,

Greetings and I hope you and your loved ones are doing well.

I would like to begin by expressing my sincere gratitude for the full cooperation that you have extended us during these

tough times. This pandemic has led to the starl of a new era of online teaching/learning. Together we have explored this
journey and overcome all the glitches and obstacles we faced in adopting new technologies. We have proved that we

can and we will surmount any challenge thlown at us.

But remember the tough times are not over'. Ludhiana is now a high danger zone and we need to be highly cautious. I
would recommend that everyone lollow these basic precautions so that this pandemic can be defeated :

o MaintainingPhysicalDistancing
o Proper Hand Wash
o Proper Mask Wearing
o Going Outside only if necessary
. Early Symptom Recognition
. Early medical Help and Testing
. Care for Covid Patients

I am proud to say that Kundanites have alrvays been conscious oftheir social responsibilities and I am pretty sure that

we will continue to be aware and socially responsible citizens.

As you are all aware, education is an essential and paid service. Any educational institution needs finances in order to

function efficiently. I am happy to note that rnany of our parents deposited the tuition fees in time. This is also a gentle

reminder to those, who have still not deposited the tuition fees of April and May 2020, which were to be deposited by

June 5tr' and June 20,2O2O respectively. We need to set an example that Kundanites are highly responsible and consider

education as the most essential element of their wards upbringing. Hence, it becomes necessary that fees is paid in time

so that all stakeholders are in harmony. Fees can be paid through NEFT/PayTM Ecare portal or even through bank

draft or cheques deposited in the school oIflce. Also we appeal that parents should be conscious of the fact that

bouncing of cheque is a legal offence, so kindly adhere to the norms.

Together We Can and We Will Achieve Mole.

With lots of love and
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JSavita Puri,
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